
The S-1 Lifer and Mini Lifer are the best fitting CPSC certified and multi-impact helmets on the market!
 

S-1 Lifer, Mini S1 Lifer, Mega Lifer Helmet S-ONE Certified Multi-Impact
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The S-1 Lifer and Mini Lifer are the best fitting CPSC certified and multi-impact helmets on the market!
 

The S-One Lifer, Mini Lifer and Mega Lifer are the best fitting CPSC certified multi-impact helmets on the market! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Base price with tax $96.00

Price with discount $96.00

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $96.00

Sales price without tax $96.00

Save: 

Tax amount 

  

Ask a question about this product 
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The S-1 Lifer and Mini Lifer are the best fitting CPSC certified and multi-impact helmets on the market!
 

Description 

The S1 Lifer Helmet is one of the best fitting and safest helmets for Skateboarding, Longboarding, BMX, Scootering, Roller Skating and Roller
Derby. The Lifer Helmet uses a specially formulated EPS Fusion Foam which allows it to protect your head from multiple low force impacts as
well as high impacts. The Lifer Helmet is a certified "multi-impact" helmet and is up to 5x more protective than the soft foam non-certified
helmets. The Lifer helmet is a break through design combining the added safety of a CPSC and ASTM certified helmet with the comfort and fit
of a non-certified helmet. The S1 Lifer Helmet is the best fitting High impact and Multiple Impact helmet on the market. The S1 Mini Lifer helmet
is a scaled down version of the Lifer helmet with a smaller mold and shorter straps, while the Mega Lifer is scaled up to fit larger heads! They all
offer the same great protection equally!

S1 Lifer Helmet Specs:

• Specially formulated EPS Fusion Foam
• Certified Multi-Impact (ASTM)
• Certified High Impact (CPSC)
• 5x More Protective Than Regular Skate Helmets
• Deep Fit Design

Sizing Instructions:
• Use a soft tape measure to measure the circumference (around) your head and inch above your eyebrows. Keep the tape straight and level
from front to back.

Measuring your head is very helpful to figure out what size Lifer Helmet you will need. It is easiest to do this with a soft measuring tape but if you
do not have one you can use a string or a cell phone charging cable and then measure that against a ruler or hard measuring tape. You need to
measure your heads circumference and will want to wrap the measuring tape starting in the middle of your forehead and just above your eye
brows, then around your head above your ears and back around your head to the middle of your forehead where you started. Put simply you
want to measure your head where your hat would normally sit or where you would imagine the helmet to fit on your head just above your eye
brows. Once you get your measurement compare it to the sizing charts on the individual Lifer Helmet product pages to see which Lifer will fit
you.

If your head measures 18.5" - 20.5" check out the S1 Mini Lifer Helmet

If your head measures 20.5" - 23.5" check out the S1 Lifer Helmet

If your head measures 23" - 25.5" check out the S1 Mega Lifer Helmet

• • And if you are ordering a helmet for someone as a gift it is always a good idea to order a couple of extra sizing liners if you're unsure of their
size, order the liners HERE

S1 Helmets: How to Measure your Head from S-One Helmet Co | S1 Helmets on Vimeo.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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products/derby-shop/s-1-lifer-helmet-liner-detail
https://vimeo.com/288822713
https://vimeo.com/s1helmetco
https://vimeo.com


The S-1 Lifer and Mini Lifer are the best fitting CPSC certified and multi-impact helmets on the market!
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